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Abstract—Smart electricity meters are currently deployed in millions of households to collect detailed individual electricity consumption data. Compared to traditional electricity data based on aggregated consumption, smart meter data are much more volatile and less predictable. There is a need within the energy industry for probabilistic forecasts of household electricity consumption to quantify the uncertainty of future electricity demand, in order to undertake appropriate planning of generation and distribution. We propose to estimate an additive quantile regression model for a set of quantiles of the future demand distribution. These results are particularly useful since more energy data will become available at the disaggregated level in the future.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE energy sector has been changing dramatically, notably due to the integration of renewable energy sources, in an effort to reduce our dependency on fossil fuels and achieve a better sustainable future. With the growing amount of data from energy systems, there is a need for utilities to quantify the uncertainty in future generation and demand, especially for wind power [1], solar power [2] and electricity demand [3]. In particular, accurate probabilistic forecasts for electricity demand are critical for electric utilities in many operational and planning tasks.

Electricity load is often represented as the aggregated load across many households (e.g. at the city level). There is also a rich literature on forecasting the average aggregated electricity load; i.e. in forecasting the mean of the future demand distribution. These forecasts are often conditional on a number of predictor variables such as calendar and temperature variables. Many models have been considered for modeling and forecasting the average electricity load; these are comprehensively reviewed in [4]. The literature on probabilistic load forecasting is much more sparse and is reviewed in [5].

In this article, we focus on the problem of probabilistic forecasting for smart meter data. A smart meter is an electronic device that records and transmits electricity consumption information typically at intervals from 1 minute to one hour, hence generating a huge quantity of data. Electric load forecasts at the household level can be particularly useful for evaluating demand response programs [6] as well as for improving forecasts at aggregated levels. Compared to traditional electricity load, smart meters measure the load at a very local level, typically for individual households. Smart meter data are highly volatile, and forecasting the average load does not provide meaningful information about the uncertainty of the future demand. Instead, we need to forecast the entire distribution of the future demand. In other words, we need to move from point forecasting to probabilistic forecasting [7].

The literature on probabilistic forecasting for smart meter data is even more limited than for traditional electricity load forecasting. The only article we are aware of is [6] who considered kernel density estimation methods to generate probabilistic forecasts for individual smart meters. Other papers on smart meter forecasting, e.g. [8], [9], have mainly focused on point forecasting. One of the contributions we make in this paper is to enrich the literature on probabilistic forecasting for electricity smart meter data.

Probabilistic forecasting methods can be classified into parametric and non-parametric approaches [10]. With parametric approaches, one assumes that the predictive distribution follows some known parametric distribution (e.g. a normal distribution), and the associated parameters need to be estimated from the data. See [11] and [3] for examples. On the other hand, non-parametric approaches estimate the predictive distribution with only weak assumptions (such as smoothness) on the shape of the distribution. Examples of non-parametric approaches include kernel density estimation [12] and quantile regression [13].

In this article, we propose to generate probabilistic forecasts for electricity smart meter data using quantile regression, where a different forecasting model is estimated for each quantile of the distribution of the future demand. In particular, we make the following contributions:

1) We show how to move from average electric load forecasting (Section III) to probabilistic load forecasting by quantile regression (Section IV).
2) We propose a probabilistic forecasting method based on boosting additive quantile regression that allows flexibility, interpretability and automatic variable selection (Section VI).

3) We compare the proposed method with three other benchmark methods using 3639 meters (with more than 25000 observations for each meter) from a public smart meter data set (Section VII). The methods are compared on disaggregated and aggregated electricity demand using the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS).

II. SMART METER DATA

We use the data collected during a smart metering trial conducted by the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) in Ireland [14]. The data set contains measurements of electricity consumption gathered from 4225 residential consumers and 2210 small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). We focus on the 3639 meters associated with the residential consumers which do not have missing values. Every meter provides the electricity consumption at 30-minute intervals between 14 July 2009 and 31 December 2010; hence, each time series has 25728 observations. As claimed by [15], to the best of their knowledge, the CER data set does not account for energy consumed by heating and cooling systems. In fact, either the households use a different source of energy for heating, such as oil and gas, or a separate meter is used to measure the consumption due to heating. In addition, no installed cooling system has been reported in the study. The CER data set has been recently used in different studies, including [6], [9], [15], [16].

A distinctive feature of smart meter data compared to traditional electric load data is the higher volatility due to the variety of individual demand patterns. In fact, traditional electric load data often represent the aggregated load across many consumers (e.g. at the city level), whereas smart meters measure the load at a very local level, typically for individual households, where usage behavior can vary greatly.

The upper time series in Figure 1 shows the electricity consumption during one week aggregated over 1000 consumers belonging to the same cluster (using the CER categorization scheme), while the lower time series shows the consumption of one of the 1000 consumers for the same period. We can clearly see the daily patterns for the aggregated demand, while the demand for one consumer is much more volatile and erratic, illustrating the difficulty in modeling such low-level data.

Electricity demand is subject to a wide variety of exogenous variables, including calendar effects and weather conditions. For example, the period of day and the day of week are important predictors for electricity demand, since we expect a lower demand with a lower uncertainty during the night, and a larger demand and higher uncertainty during the day.

Because the smart meters in our data set do not account for heating and cooling, the temperature effect is expected to be small. Nevertheless, cold weather tends to be associated with higher usage, simply because of greater indoor activity.

Smart meter data will also typically exhibit serial dependence within the demand time series, although it is expected to be smaller than with aggregated demand.

III. AVERAGE ELECTRIC LOAD FORECASTING

In order to generate accurate load forecasts, the forecasting model should effectively combine the various predictors. We first describe how to model the average electricity load to generate point forecasts, while in the next section we show how to move from point forecasts to probabilistic forecasts using quantile regression.

We can model the average electric load at time $t + h$ using a different model at each forecast horizon $h$ as follows:

$$y_{t+h} = g_h(x_t) + \varepsilon_{t+h}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $x_t = (y_t, z_{t+h})$,

- $y_t$ denotes the demand at time $t$;
- $z_t$ is a vector of exogenous variables known at time $t$;
- $y_t$ is a vector of past demands occurring prior to time $t$;
- $\varepsilon_t$ denotes the model error with $\mathbb{E}[\varepsilon_t] = 0$ and $\mathbb{E}[x_t \varepsilon_{t+h}] = 0$.

In order to model the calendar effects on demand, we included multiple calendar variables as exogenous variables, namely the period-of-day, day-of-week, time-of-year and holiday variables. To model the effects of recent temperatures on the demand, we also included current and lagged temperature variables as exogenous variables. Finally, the vector $y_t$ incorporates recent demand values including the lagged demand for each of the preceding 12 half-hours, and for the equivalent half-hours in each of the previous two days. This allows us to capture the serial correlations within the demand time series as well as the variations of demand level throughout the time.

The assumption on the error term $\varepsilon_t$ in expression (1) implies that the predictors describe the expectation of the response $y_{t+h}$. In addition, if the functions $g_h$ are estimated using squared errors, then the problem reduces to the estimation of the conditional expectation $\mathbb{E}[y_{t+h} | x_t]$. In that case, we are applying mean regression, and the associated point forecasts are conditional means.

IV. PROBABILISTIC LOAD FORECASTING BY QUANTILE REGRESSION

The problem of probabilistic forecasting can be reduced to the estimation of the conditional distribution $F_{t,h}(y \mid x_t) = P(y_{t+h} \leq y \mid x_t)$.
for any forecast horizon $h$ and forecast time origin $t$, where $y_t$ and $x_t$ are defined as above.

A popular approach to generate probabilistic forecasts is to make assumptions about the form of the conditional distribution (e.g. a normal distribution), and to estimate the corresponding parameters from data. See [3] for electricity demand, and [11], [17] and [10] for wind energy.

A more general approach than making assumptions about the form of the conditional distribution consists in computing the conditional $\tau$-quantiles of the distribution for a set of $Q$ probabilities $\tau_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, Q$, e.g. $\tau_i = i/100$ with $Q = 99$. This can be achieved by moving from mean regression to quantile regression. Then, we can recover the predictive distribution from these quantiles (e.g. using linear interpolation after suitable adjustments to avoid quantile crossings), provided a large set of quantiles are computed.

The quantile regression model for the $\tau$-quantile at forecast horizon $h$ may be written as

$$y_{t+h} = g_{h,\tau}(x_t) + \varepsilon_{t+h,\tau}, \quad F_{t+h,\tau}(0) = \tau, \quad (2)$$

where $F_{t+h,\tau}$ denotes the cumulative distribution function of $\varepsilon_{t+h,\tau}$, and where the smooth functions $g_{h,\tau}(\cdot)$ are distinct for each quantile and horizon.

Compared to the model in (1), the assumption of zero means for the error terms is replaced by the assumption of zero $\tau$-quantiles. This implies that the conditional $\tau$-quantile, issued at time $t$ for lead time $t+h$, can be computed as follows:

$$q_{t,h}^{(\tau)} = F_{t,h}^{-1}(\tau \mid x_t) = g_{h,\tau}(x_t). \quad (3)$$

It is well-known that the conditional expectation may be estimated by minimizing the expected square loss, and that the conditional median may be estimated by minimizing the expected absolute loss. Similarly, the conditional $\tau$-quantile $q_{t,h}^{(\tau)}$ can be computed using the pinball loss function [18]:

$$q_{t,h}^{(\tau)} = \arg \min_q \mathbb{E}[L_\tau(Y, q) \mid x_t], \quad (4)$$

where the expectation is taken with respect to $Y \sim F_{t,h}$ and the pinball loss is defined as

$$L_\tau(y, q) = \begin{cases} \tau(y - q) & \text{if } y \geq q; \\ -(1 - \tau)(y - q) & \text{if } y < q. \end{cases} \quad (5)$$

Notice that when $\tau = 0.5$, the pinball loss is equivalent to the absolute loss since $2L_{0.5}(y, q) = |y - q|$. Furthermore, the empirical counterpart $q_{t,h}^{(\tau)}$ of (4) may be used for consistent estimation of $q_{t,h}^{(\tau)}$.

In order to produce a valid cumulative distribution function at horizon $h$, quantile forecasts need to satisfy the following monotonicity property:

$$q_{t,h}^{(\tau_1)} \leq q_{t,h}^{(\tau_2)} \quad \forall \tau_1, \tau_2 \text{ such that } \tau_1 \leq \tau_2.$$

However, since each $\tau$-quantile is modeled and estimated independently for each probability $\tau$, the monotonicity property might not be satisfied for all quantiles; this problem is known as quantile crossing [13]. Multiple approaches have been proposed to deal with the problem of quantile crossing, including joint estimation or monotone rearranging [19]; the latter is the approach that we adopt in this work.

In the energy context, quantile regression has been notably considered to forecast wind energy [20] and electricity prices [21]. However, except for [22], it has received little attention in the load forecasting literature.

V. PROBABILISTIC FORECAST EVALUATION

Given a predicted cumulative distribution function $\hat{F}_{t,h}$, and an actual observation $y_{t+h}$ at horizon $h$, we can evaluate the forecasting error using the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS), defined as follows [23]:

$$\text{CRPS}(\hat{F}_{t,h}, y_{t+h}) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left( \hat{F}_{t,h}(z) - \mathbb{I}(z \geq y_{t+h}) \right)^2 dz \quad (6)$$

where $\mathbb{I}$ is the indicator function.

Compared to other forecast accuracy measures such as the probability integral transform (PIT), the CRPS quantifies both the calibration and sharpness of the probabilistic forecast [24]. Calibration, also called reliability, measures the correspondence between the forecasts and the observations. In other words, a forecast is well-calibrated if there is a good match between forecasted and observed quantiles. The sharpness measures the concentration of the predictive distributions and is a property of the forecasts only. The best forecast is the one that maximizes the sharpness of the predictive distributions subject to calibration [24].

The CRPS can be defined equivalently as follows:

$$\text{CRPS}(\hat{F}_{t,h}, y_{t+h}) = 2 \int_0^1 L_\tau(y_{t+h}, \hat{F}_{t,h}^{-1}(\tau)) d\tau \quad (7)$$

$$= \mathbb{E}_{\hat{F}_{t,h}}[|Y - y_{t+h}|] - \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}_{\hat{F}_{t,h}}[|Y - Y'|] \quad \text{Absolute differences}$$

$$+ \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}_{\hat{F}_{t,h}}[|Y - Y'|] \quad \text{Spread} \quad (8)$$

where $Y$ and $Y'$ are two independent random variables with distribution $\hat{F}_{t,h}$.

In this work, we use the definition given in expression (8) since it allows us to decompose the CRPS into the absolute differences and spread components. The former corresponds to the average absolute difference between realised observations and values sampled from $\hat{F}_{t,h}$, and reduces to the absolute error if $\hat{F}_{t,h}$ is a point forecast. The latter measures the lack of sharpness of the predictive distribution with cumulative distribution function (CDF) $\hat{F}_{t,h}$.

Given a testing set of size $N$, we can compute the average CRPS for an $h$-step-ahead forecast as follows:

$$\text{CRPS}(h) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{t=1}^N \text{CRPS}(\hat{F}_{t,h}, y_{t+h}) \quad \text{CRPS}(h) \quad (9)$$

In particular, if we use the definition of the CRPS in expression (8), we can approximate the CRPS at horizon $h$ as follows:

$\text{CRPS}(h)$
where \( y_{t+h}^{(i)} \) and \( y_{t+h}'^{(i)} \) are two independent samples from the predictive distribution \( \hat{F}_{t,h} \), and \( M \) is the number of random samples from \( \hat{F}_{t,h} \).

Finally, we can also evaluate an \( h \)-step-ahead quantile forecast \( \hat{q}_{t,h}^{(\tau)} \) with nominal proportion \( \tau \), by averaging the pinball losses over the whole testing set for the quantile \( \tau \). In other words, we can compute the average quantile loss as follows:

\[
QL(h, \tau) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{t=1}^{N} L_\tau(y_{t+h}, \hat{q}_{t,h}^{(\tau)}),
\]

where \( L_\tau \) is the pinball loss defined in (5).

VI. BOOSTING ADDITIVE QUANTILE REGRESSION

There are a range of quantile regression models available. In this work, we will consider additive quantile regression models estimated by gradient boosting [25] since they allow for more flexibility than linear models, more interpretability than nonlinear blackbox models, as well as an automatic variable selection. Furthermore, additive models have been successfully applied in many studies for average electric load forecasting [26], [27].

A. Additive quantile regression

Under the additivity assumption, the conditional \( \tau \)-quantile at forecast horizon \( h \) in (3) can be expressed as

\[
g_{n,\tau}(x_t) = a_0 + a_1(x_{1t}) + \cdots + a_p(x_{pt}),
\]

where \( a_k(\cdot) \) denote functions that may be specified parametrically or smooth functions estimated non-parametrically (e.g. using cubic splines), and \( x_{kt} \) is the \( k \)th component of the vector \( x_t \) with \( k = 1, \ldots, p \).

One attractive feature of additive models is their flexibility: since each function \( a_k \) can possibly have a non-linear shape, additive models benefit from a high flexibility and can provide higher accuracy than, e.g. simple linear models. Another appealing feature is their interpretability: compared to full complexity models such as neural networks, additive models can be easily interpreted as each function \( a_k(x_{kt}) \) is a function of a single variable and may be plotted against its input \( x_{kt} \).

However, because standard additive models do not model any interactions between the input variables, they can suffer from a low performance compared to full complexity models when such interactions truly exist. In practice, however, the additivity assumption is not too strong since higher-order interactions are often weak. Moreover, our approach can easily include interactions terms, e.g. by specifying bivariate learners [28].

Backfitting [29] and gradient boosting [30] are the two popular methods for fitting additive models. [31] has shown that the boosting procedure is competitive with respect to backfitting and can even outperform the latter in high dimensions \( p \). Estimation of additive models based on total variation penalties have also been proposed in [32] and [33]. In this work, we will consider a gradient boosting procedure to estimate additive quantile regression models.

B. The gradient boosting algorithm

Boosting is a learning algorithm stemming from the machine learning literature based on the idea of creating an accurate learner by combining many so-called “weak learners”, i.e. with high bias and small variance. Since its inception, boosting has attracted much attention due to its excellent prediction performance in a wide range of applications [34]. Gradient boosting is a popular approach which interprets boosting as a method for function estimation from the perspective of numerical optimization in a function space [30].

Given a dataset \( D = \{(y_{t+h}, x_t)\}_{t=1}^{T} \) where \( y_t \) and \( x_t \) are linked through (11), and a loss function \( L(y,m) \), the goal is to fit the model (11) by minimizing the loss \( L \) over the dataset \( D \). In the following, we will present the gradient boosting procedure for quantile regression (also called quantile boosting [25]), which corresponds to using \( L_\tau \) defined in (5) as the loss function. A similar procedure can be used for mean regression by using the \( L_2(y,m) = (y - m)^2 \) loss function (also called \( L_2 \) Boost [31]).

Denote by \( \hat{m}^{[j]} = (\hat{m}^{[j]}(x_t))_{t=1}^{T} \) the vector of function estimates at iteration \( j = 1, \ldots, J \), where \( J \) is the number of boosting iterations. The different steps of the gradient boosting algorithm can be written as follows:

1) Initialize the function estimate \( \hat{m}^{[0]} \) with starting values.
   The unconditional \( \tau \)th sample quantile is a natural choice for quantile regression. The median has also been suggested as a starting value for quantile regression [25].

2) Specify a set of \( B \) base-learners, and set \( j = 0 \). Base-learners are simple regression estimators (or weak learners) that depend on a subset of the initial set of input variables \( x_t \), and a univariate response. However, since we are fitting an additive model, each base-learner will depend on exactly one input variable.

   In this work, we will consider one base-learner with a linear effect for each categorical variable, and two base-learners for each continuous variable, with both a linear and a nonlinear effect. By doing so, we allow the boosting procedure to decide automatically if the nonlinear extension is required or if the linear effect is sufficient. In other words, given \( p \) input variables with \( c \) categorical variables, we will have a total of \( B = 2p - c \) base-learners.

   Note that for each boosting iteration, one of the base-learners will be selected. So, the final model will typically include only a subset of the initial variables.

3) Increase the number of iterations \( j \) by 1.
D. Hyperparameters selection

From the different steps described in the gradient boosting algorithm in Section VI-B, we can see that the boosting procedure depends on two hyperparameters: \( \nu \), the shrinkage factor, and \( J \), the number of boosting iterations (or equivalently, the number of boosting components). The value of \( \nu \) affects the best value for \( J \): decreasing the value of \( \nu \) requires a higher value for \( J \). Since they can both control the degree of fit, we should ideally find the best value for both of them. However, [30] shows that small values of \( \nu \) are better in that they usually avoid overfitting of the boosting procedure. Hence, there is only one hyperparameter remaining, \( J \), for which the best value needs to be selected [31].

After setting a range for the number of iterations, (e.g. \( J \in \{1, \ldots, J_{\text{max}}\} \)), the best value of the hyperparameter \( J \) can be selected in this range by cross-validation. In particular, we used a holdout approach where each input-output dataset for horizon \( h \) is split into training and validation sets. To take into account the dependence between consecutive observations in each dataset, we removed 10 observations before and after each validation point.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Setup and preprocessing

We focus on day-ahead probabilistic forecasts using the smart meter dataset described in Section II. In other words, we forecast the electricity demand for each hour for the next 24 hours once per day at a specific time of day.

The full dataset for residential consumers (without missing values) contains 3639 meters, and for each meter we have access to a time series of length \( T = 25728 \) comprising half-hourly electricity consumption for almost 18 months. We will consider both disaggregated and aggregated electricity demand; i.e. we will generate probabilistic forecasts for (i) each of the 1000 meters selected from the 3639 meters, and for (ii) 100 other time series obtained by summing the demand of the 1000 meters selected from the 3639 meters, and for each validation point.

We use the first 12 months as a training period to fit the different models, and the remaining data as a test set to evaluate forecast accuracy. The selection of hyperparameters is described at the end of Section VI-D. The testing period is used to generate forecasts for lead-times ranging from one-step to \( H = 48 \)-steps ahead with each observation as a forecast origin. We measure forecast accuracy using the CRPS defined in Section V. In expressions (9) and (10), we use \( N \approx 7300 \) (5 months of half-hourly data) and we use \( M = 10^5 \) random samples to approximate the expectations.

Since temperature data are not provided, and the location of each meter is anonymized for confidentiality reasons, we downloaded half-hourly weather data for the Dublin airport from wunderground.com. We make the assumption that Ireland is sufficiently small for the weather at Dublin airport to be similar to the weather elsewhere in the country at any given time. Also, for forecasting we used the actual value of the temperature at Dublin airport. By doing so, note that we do not take into account the uncertainty in the temperature forecasts.
However, since we focus on one-day ahead demand forecasts, the uncertainty in temperature is expected to be small.

In order to allow averaging of accuracy metrics across different meters, consumption observations are divided by their maximum value. Also, since with disaggregated data there are many observations close to zero, we have applied a square root transformation to guarantee the non-negativity of the final forecasts; the square root is also known to stabilize the variance when the latter is proportional to the mean (as, e.g., for the Poisson distribution). No transformation has been applied to the aggregated smart meter data.

To generate probabilistic forecasts at each forecast horizon, we compute the \( \tau \)-quantiles of the distribution for a set of probabilities \( \tau_i = \{0.01, 0.05, 0.1, \ldots, 0.9, 0.95, 0.99\} \) with \( i = 1, \ldots, Q = 21 \). To recover the predictive distribution, we use linear interpolation after monotone rearranging to remove quantile crossing. In our gradient boosting procedure, we use a degree of freedom \( df = 4 \) for the P-splines. The shrinkage factor is set to \( \nu = 0.3 \), and is kept fixed for all iterations. Finally, the number of boosting iterations \( J \) is selected by cross-validation in the set \( \{1, \ldots, J_{\text{max}}\} \), where \( J_{\text{max}} = 200 \) gives a good tradeoff between accuracy and computational time. Our implementation of the gradient boosting procedure is based on the mboost package [38] available for the R programming language [39]. Our method will be denoted QR-GAMBOOST and abbreviated as QR.

### B. Benchmark methods

1) **Unconditional quantiles:** We compute the \( \tau \)-quantile of the distribution of all historical observations. In other words, this method does not condition on recent demand or temperatures, and it does not attempt to capture the seasonality in the data. This method will be denoted Uncond.

2) **Quantiles computed conditional on time-of-day:** This method segments the data by time-of-day into 48 sub-datasets, and the different quantiles are computed for each sub-dataset. With this benchmark method, we allow the distribution to change for each period of day, but temperatures and lagged demands are not accounted for. A variant of this benchmark method has been used in [6] with kernel density estimation methods. This method will be denoted PeriodOfDay.

3) **Additive models for location and scale parameters of a normal distribution:** This method assumes the predictive distributions are normal, and estimates a regression model for both the conditional mean and variance of the distributions. This approach has been considered for probabilistic forecasting of aggregated electricity demand in [40] and [3], with linear and backfitted additive models, respectively. We are considering a variant of this approach, where the regression models are fitted using boosted additive models, i.e. the procedure described in Section VI but with \( L_2 \) loss. This method will be denoted NORMAL-GAMBOOST and abbreviated as NORMAL.

For disaggregated demand, since we are applying a square-root transformation to the data before fitting a normal distribution, this is equivalent to fitting a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom to the untransformed data. A square-root transformation has the advantage that it guarantees the non-negativity of the demand forecasts, and can be applied with zeros. Alternative Box-Cox transformations with the normal distribution have been considered for example in wind energy forecasting [17], [11].

### C. Results

The first panel of Figure 2 shows the CRPS defined in (10) averaged over all meters for all the forecasting methods over the forecast horizon. The bottom panels show the CRPS, decomposed into the absolute differences and spread components. Figure 3 shows an example of density forecasts for the different forecasting methods.

![Fig. 2. The CRPS averaged over all meters for the different methods over the forecast horizon decomposed into absolute differences and spread. The error bars give 99.5% confidence intervals for the average CRPS.](image1)

![Fig. 3. One-day ahead forecasts for meter 2. The blue and grey regions show 50% and 90% prediction intervals, respectively.](image2)

In the top left panel of Figure 2, we can see that Uncond has the worst performance. By conditioning on the period of the day, PeriodOfDay significantly improves the results, confirming that the calendar variables are good predictors of the uncertainty in electricity demand. The remaining panels of Figure 2 show that PeriodOfDay has achieved a lower CRPS than Uncond by reducing both the absolute differences and spread components. In Figure 3, we see that the predictive distributions of PeriodOfDay have a spread changing with the forecast horizon (or equivalently with the period of day), while Uncond has a constant spread.
Figure 2 also reveals that, for QR and NORMAL, the CRPS at the first few horizons is particularly small compared to Uncond and PeriodOfDay. This is because the recent demand variables (used by the two methods) is a good predictor for the first few horizons (see Section III). After the first few horizons, QR has a CRPS close to that of PeriodOfDay, because the recent demand is no longer a good predictor after the first few horizons, but the calendar variables become the main predictors with the highly volatile disaggregated demand.

We can also see that QR outperforms NORMAL, which suggests that the normality assumption (after applying a square-root transformation on the demand) is not a good approximation for individual electricity consumption.

In the bottom panels of Figure 2, we see that NORMAL has both a lower absolute differences and spread than QR. However, it has a higher CRPS than QR indicating that the predictive distributions of NORMAL are not sufficiently spread out to match the true uncertainty of demand.

By comparing the predictive densities of NORMAL and QR in Figure 3, we see that QR better matches the observations than NORMAL. These results confirm the value of quantile regression methods, allowing greater flexibility for the predictive densities when forecasting individual electricity consumption.

We now compare the methods for aggregated electricity demand, which is less volatile than individual consumption data as shown in Figure 1. Figures 4 and 5 give the same information as Figures 2 and 3, but for 100 aggregated demands, each obtained by summing electricity demand for 1000 smart meters randomly selected from the 3639 meters.

Comparing the CRPS for methods that use lagged demand with those that do not in Figures 2 and 4, we see that the latter methods suffer from a larger drop in performance with aggregated demand compared to disaggregated demand. This is because recent demand is a particularly important predictor for the (smoother) aggregated demand.

Also, in contrast to the results obtained for the disaggregated demand in Figure 2, we see in the top left panel of Figure 4 that NORMAL has a better accuracy showing that the normality assumption is a better approximation for aggregated demand as a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem. This has also been observed in [41] for aggregated demand, while [42] and [43] have studied the effect of aggregation on short-term average electricity demand forecasts.

The bottom panel of Figure 4 shows that the predictive densities of NORMAL are relatively sharp compared to other methods, while providing a better CRPS as seen in the top left panel. In Figure 5 we also see that the sharper density forecasts of NORMAL provide relatively good coverage since the demand is much smoother than individual electricity consumption, as illustrated in Figure 3. The better performance of NORMAL with aggregated demand is particularly useful since it has a significantly lower computational load compared to QR.

**VIII. Conclusions and Future Work**

Probabilistic forecasting is more challenging than point forecasting since we need to forecast not only the conditional mean but the entire conditional distribution of the future observations.

We proposed to estimate an additive quantile regression model for a set of quantiles of the future distribution using a boosting procedure. By doing so, we can benefit from flexible and interpretable models which also involve an automatic variable selection.

Generating accurate probabilistic time series forecasts is particularly relevant in many energy applications. We have considered the problem of forecasting the distribution of future electricity consumption, on both aggregated and disaggregated scales.

We compared our method with three benchmark methods including a method based on traditional regression, which involves forecasting the conditional mean and variance of the future observations, and making a normality assumption (possibly after a Box-Cox transformation). The results of the comparison between the two methods can be summarized as follows.

At the disaggregated level, with the large variation in consumption behaviour and the high volatility of demand, we found that quantile forecasts outperform forecasts based on a normal distribution. The decomposition of the forecast errors shows that normal forecasts produce predictive densities which are too concentrated, not matching the true uncertainty. Also,
because of the high volatility, we found that we can obtain relatively good accuracy simply by conditioning on the period-of-day. At the aggregated level, where the demand becomes more normally distributed as a consequence of the Central Limit Theorem, normal forecasts have smaller errors than the quantile regression approach. The error decomposition shows that the quantile forecasts lack sharpness; i.e. the predictive distributions are more spread than necessary. Also, because the demand is much smoother, the methods that do not use recent demand suffer from larger errors. These results are particularly useful since a large body of literature has so far focused on forecasting the electricity demand at the aggregated level, while more data is becoming available at the disaggregated level.

For future work, we will investigate the problem of forecasting the peak electricity demand, that is quantile forecasts for \(\tau > 0.99\), both at the disaggregated and aggregated level. Hierarchical probabilistic demand forecasting is another challenging problem for which methods need to be developed. Finally, another important direction is to improve the computational time of probabilistic forecast methods since, in practice, utilities need to deal with millions of smart meters.
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